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True Score Equating by Fixed b’s Scaling:
A Flexible and Stable Equating Alternative

Marilyn M. HicksEducational Testing Service

Six methods of equating The Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) test scores were evaluated
in terms of scale stability. True score item response
theory (IRT) equating based on "Fixed b’s" scaling,
the current TOEFL operational scaling and equating
procedure, was found to produce the least discrepant
results when compared to two IRT models (b parame-
ter estimated, a and c parameters fixed; all three pa-
rameters reestimated), and to three conventional equat-
ing methods (Tucker, Levine, and equipercentile). The
results for Fixed b’s scaling were limited by an inade-
quately fit item; but if such items can be identified
prior to calibration, or if pretested data are observed to
produce reliable estimates of total group data, then
true score IRT equating based on scaling by fixing the
b parameters of a set of pretested items may be a very
acceptable option.

Existing test equating methodologies are, in gen-
eral, based on assumptions regarding the popula-
tion and/or test characteristics which may be dif-
ficult to evaluate in a given application. The ap-
propriateness of a method can be assessed in terms
of the degree to which the stability of the score
scale is maintained over a series of equatings. Such
an empirical appraisal may implicitly validate the
tenability of the assumptions to the data or may be
an indicator of the robustness of the method, given
the data. In any case, adoption of an equating meth-
odology which produces minimal scale drift over

a chain of equatings is critical to accurate mea-
surement.

IRT and of TOEFL
Test Scores

The Test of English as a Foreign Lanuage
(TOEFL), which assesses the English proficiency
of foreign students desiring to study at colleges and
universities in the United States and Canada, is

comprised of three sections: Section I, Listening
Comprehension; Section 11, Structure and Written
Expression; and Section ~tI9 Reading Comprehen-
sion and Vocabulary. An equated score is reported
for each section in addition to a total score as a

weighted sum of the equated section scores. In

September 1978 TOEFL adopted item response
theory (IRT) methodology in the form of the three-
parameter logistic model for the purpose of equat-
ing in lieu of conventional linear methods. In this
case, the three-parameter logistic model for item i,

requires the estimation of three item parameters,
a, b, and c, and an ability parameter, 8. A measure
of the discriminating power of the item, the cm pa-
rameter, is related to the slope of the item curve
Pi(O) at the point of inflection. They parameter is
that value on the ability scale midway between the
upper and lower asymptotes of the logistic item
curve. As a location parameter, it is an index of
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the item difficulty. The c parameter is the value of
the ordinate at the lower asymptote of the item
curve and is associated with the effects of guessing
on the item.

Using LOGIST (Wood, Wingersky, & Lord,
1976), TOEFL parameters are estimated such that
0 is scaled to mean zero and standard deviation

one, with b’s on the 0 scale. If another group of

examinees were administered the same item and a

similar scaling were applied, any differences in
level and spread of ability between the two groups
would result in dissimilar values of the b’s. The

invariance of item parameters across groups and 0
estimates across tests will hold only if parameter
estimates derived from subsequent groups are placed
on some established scale. If a set of items have
been scaled on a given group of examinees, esti-
mates based on successive groups can be linearly
transformed to the established scale. When old and
new forms are linked by a block of common items,
the slope and intercept parameters of the line re-
lating the b’s can be used to scale all the items in
the new form (Marco, 1977). Stocking and Lord
(1982) have developed a linear transformation which
results from the minimization of the average squared
difference between true score estimates and have

reported favorable results for this method.
Current TOEFL scaling procedures do not de-

pend on a block of items common to two forms;
instead, calibrated (scaled) pretested items, se-

lected from many previous test forms, serve as the
equating items in each version of the test. During
parameter estimation, the cm and c parameters for
the calibrated items are reestimated, but the b pa-
rameters are held fixed at the values derived in the
initial calibrations. Alluded to as &dquo;Fixed b’s99 scal-

ing, the presence of the precalibrated items sets the
scale for the noncalibrated items. In common item

equating, the equating items are selected to be rep-
resentative of the total test in content and other

specifications; however, the precalibrated items in
the Fixed b9s scaling need only be chosen to span
the range of difficulty and discriminating power of
the total test. Implicit in this procedure is the basic
IRT assumption that the estimates of difficulties
will hold for all testing groups except for scale

factors. Plots of item characteristic curves, on which

were superimposed squares representing the ob-
served proportions of examinees at a given ability
level responding correctly to the items (item ability
regressions) indicated that, on occasion, some of
the precalibrated items did not adequately reflect
the response patterns of the current examinee group.
The fit of the newly calibrated items was usually
quite satisfactory.

Once the item parameters are on scale, it is only
necessary to calculate the sum of the item char-
acteristic curves, the test characteristic function,
which specifies true scores as a function of ability.
Two scores on the tests are then considered equiv-
alent if they depend on the same value of 0 (Lord,
1980, pp. 199-205).

Conventional Equating Methods of This Study

Conventional equating methods of this study in-
cluded linear and equipercentile equating, which
are defined as follows:

Equipercentile equating: For a given group of
examinees, two scores on separate forms of a
test are considered equivalent if their percen-
tile ranks are equal.
Linear equating: For a given group of ex-
aminees, two scores on separate forms of a
test are considered equivalent if they corre-
spond to equal standard score deviates. (An-
goff, 1982)

In the usual testing situation, where separate groups
take the two test forms, the strategy utilized in
implementing these definitions involves the for-
mation of a synthetic equating population, T, as a
weighted composite of the two testing groups-P,
the group taking the new form and Q, the group
taking the old f&reg;rrr~-st~ch that

where w, and w, are weights assigned to the two
groups. In the case of common item equating, in-
formation derived from an anchor test, a set of
items common to both forms, aids in determining
the distributions and first two moments of the syn-
thetic equating group. Details of these procedures
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are given in Braun and Holland (1982) and Angoff
(19~2).

Method

Equating Design

Each of the seven experimental administrations
of this study was comprised of several subtests
which included both operational and nonopera-
tional items. Each link in the experimental chain
was formed by the inclusion of operational items
from the previous form as shown below (these items
were nonoperational in the current form):

For some of the equating models, this resulted in
anchor tests that were internal to the old form and

external to the new form. For Sections II and III

six types of equating were included in this study
as follows:

1. Modified Three Parameter: a and c parameters
were held fixed at values determined to be

representative of current TOEFL data; only the
bPs were reestimated. For Section a was
fixed at 1.00 and c at .19. For Section 111, the
fixed value of a was 1.03 and c was .20. Pa-
rameters were scaled using the Stocking and
Lord (1982) characteristic curve transforma-
tion.

2. Three Parameters Reestimated: All three pa-
rameters were reestimated and scaled using the
characteristic curve transformation. No upper
bound on estimates of the c~ parameter.

3. Fixed b’s IRT: This replicated the current

TOEFL operational scaling procedures as pre-

viously described; b’s were held fixed at pre-
tested values, only cm and c parameters were
reestimated. As a result, the equating items
were a different set than those used in the

linked forms equating and were internal to the
test. An upper limit of 1.5 was placed on the
estimates of the a parameter; thus, 0 < a ~
1.5.

4. Tucker Linear Equating: Tucker parameters
were used throughout the chain of equatings.

5. Levine Linear Equating: Levine parameters were
used throughout the equating chain.

6. Equipercentile Equating.
For each IRT and conventional equating con-

dition, a separate base form (T1) scale was estab-
lished. For all IRT equating, the experimental form
was equated to the appropriate version of the base
form. The links served only for the purpose of
scaling in the Modified Three Parameter and Three
Parameters Reestimated models; while in the three
conventional equating methods, each experimental
subtest was equated to the previous form in the
chain. The equating group for the Fixed b9s method,
was a spaced sample across all subtests of the ex-
perimental forms. All other equating groups were
necessarily based on the single subtest which served
as the link. IRT equatings were derived from op-
erational TOEFL computer programs. Tucker,
Levine, and equipercentile equatings were gener-
ated through standard programs used at Educational
Testing Service.

Data Analysis

The design accounted for an empirical evaluation
of the stability of the various equating methods by
utilizing two subtests of the final experimental form,
T8. Accordingly, the following items were in-

cluded in these subtests:

1. In T8 (ch) a set of items linked to the previous
form in the equating chain.

2. In T8 (dir) a set of items from Il 1 as a direct
link to the base form.

The equatings derived from the direct link served
as the criterion against which each equating chain
would be compared using a discrepancy index de-
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veloped by Petersen (Petersen, Marco, & Stewart,
1982) and a computer program written by staff in
College Board Statistical Analysis. The index is a
weighted mean square difference decomposed into
the variance of the difference and the squared bias.
Thus, if d; _ (ti - t;), where for raw score i, i

= 0, 1, ..., n, t: and t; are converted scores

corresponding to the criterion and chain equatings,
respectively, and f is the number of examinees at
each score level, then

i.e., Total Error Squared = Variance of Difference
+ Squared Bias.
Optimum conditions for the criterion compari-

sons include equivalent samples and anchor tests
of equal difficulty for the two subtests. All equating
comparisons were based on independent samples
taking the two T8 experimental subtest forms.

Comparisons involving equipercentile equatings
were limited to the range of scores actually ob-
served.

Results

Characteristics of the Forms Used in the

Study

Mean equated deltas (transformed item difficul-
ties, see Angoff & Dyer, 1971) for the forms used
in the equating comparisons are given in Table 1.
The range of delta values observed for TOEFL is

4 to 18; middle difficulty is 11.7. The character-

istics of the forms used in the equating comparisons
closely parallel Variation 8 in the Petersen et al.
(1982) study in that, for some equatings, the base
form was slightly more difficult than the test to be
equated and, for Section III ofT8 (dir), the anchor
test was more difficult than the operational test.
These conditions were found to rather consistently
produce greatest error in the evaluation of linear
equating (Petersen et al., 1982, Table 10). Raw
score data for the equating samples are given in
Table 2, where slightly higher means were ob-
served for T8 (ch).
The results described may have implications for

the equating comparisons in Section III. A common
procedure in evaluating the results of an equating
experiment has been the use of the identity equating
(Levine, 1955; Petersen et al., 1982). In this case,
the base form is readministered as the final link,
and lack of scale stability is evaluated in terms of
the departure of the slope of the equating line from
unity. Objections to this method involve the pos-
sible advantage derived from equating a test to
itself in the case of the one-parameter IRT model
(Petersen et al., 1982). An alternative procedure
of using two variants of a form, one based on a
direct link to the scale and the other the result of

the chain, was adopted in this study to circumvent
this objection. Equivalent samples for these forms
were assumed to be attainable by virtue of spirall-
ing (distribution of the subtests in serial order).
The characteristics of the tests used in the equating
comparisons are summarized in Table 3.

Table 1
Mean Equated Deltas for Operational and Anchor Tests

Used in the Equating Comparisons
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Table 2
Raw Score Means, Standard Deviations, and Sample Sizes

for All Equating Groups

*Tucker, Levine, Equipercentile, Modified Three-
Parameter, Three-Parameter Reestimated.

Discrepancy Indices

Discrepancy indices for the six equating methods
are listed in Table 4. Least error was observed for

Fixed b’s scaling in both sections, with Modified
Three Parameter and Tucker equating following in
the order of magnitude of error. A positive bias
indicates that the criterion tended to produce higher
scores than the chain, and conversely for negative
bias. In Section II the chain results underestimated

the criterion scores; while in Section III the crite-

rion was overestimated, this latter effect probably
due, in part, to the variations in difficulty described
above. Indeed, the major effect of the variations

observed in Section III was the direction of bias;
however, Fixed b’s equating was the least sensitive
to these differences.

The magnitude of the proportion of squared bias
for Modified Three Parameter is observed to be

quite large for both sections. Although the error
for the Three Parameters Reestimated model was

large compared to other IRT methods, most of this
error was due to the variance of the differences.
These results are inherent in the models, however.
The constant values of the c~ parameter in the Mod-
ified Three Parameter vary from form to form only
by division of the slope of the linear transforma-
tion, which limits the range of the slopes of the
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Table 3
Characteristics of Test Forms Used in Equating Comparisons

test characteristic curves. When compared to the
criterion, the major difference is simply a shift in
location. As a result, the variability of the differ-
ences will be a small portion of the total error. On
the other hand, the slopes of the test characteristic
functions for the three-parameter model can vary
substantially, accounting for less systematic dif-
ferences. These effects can be seen in graphs of
the unweighted differences between the criterion
and chained results in Figures 1 and 2. For linear

equating, the graph of the differences is simply a
line of negative slope; the greater the absolute value
of the slope, the greater the bias.

Standard errors of measurement ranged from 2. q2
to 4.03 for Section II and from 2.61 to 3.20 for

Section III. Other studies have determined that the

standard error of equating is generally less than the
standard error of measurement. Equating errors are
larger at the tails of the distribution and, among
equating methods, largest for equipercentile equat-
ing (Lord, 1981a). The mean difference for all

criterion comparisons fell within the range of the
standard error of measurement. The upper and lower

limits of the converted score scale are, in part,
determined by the method of equating. For the IRT
equatings these limits are the scaled scores at the

Table 4

Equating Criterion Comparison
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Figure 1
Unweighted Differences between Direct and Chain Equatings for Section 11
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Figures 2
Unweighted Differences Between Direct and Chain Equatings for Section III
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upper asymptote of the test characteristic curve of
the old form; for TOEFL, a lower limit of 20. In
the equipercentile equatings of this study, the upper
and lower limits of the converted scores correspond
to the range of observed raw scores. Depending on
how the slopes differ in linear equating, greatest
differences will generally occur at either or both
extremes of the scale.

h4ethods Comparisons

Discrepancy indices between methods based on
the direct and chain results are given in Tables 5
and 6. Differences observed in the two tables are

illustrative of a major source of error in equating.
From Table 5, all else being equal, the various
methods produce comparatively similar results, while
discrepancies listed in Table 6 reflect, among other

things, the variability due to methods of linking
the forns. From Table 6 can be observed the not

too surprising result that Tucker and Levine equat-
ings are the most similar when the effects of linking
are taken into account. Among the largest differ-
ences observed are the discrepancies between Fixed
b’s and the Three Parameters Reestimated, which

probably incorporates some of the effects of rees-
timating the b-parameters versus holding them fixed.
Modified Three Parameter versus Fixed b’s have
smallest error among all the IRT comparisons. It
can also be observed that the values of total error
in Section II tend to be higher than those in Section
III. This may be due to the fact that a 41-point
observed score scale in Section II9 ~s contrasted

with ~ ~ I &reg;p&reg;i~t raw score scale for Section III is
being stretched to one that can theoretically range
from 20 to 80.

Table 5

Total Error and Squared Bias* Comparisons
of Equating Methods, Direct Results

*Total error above diagonal, squared bias below
diagonal. &reg;

&reg; Modified Three-Parameter, 3 = Three Parame-
ters Reestimated F = Fixed b’s, T = Tucker,
L = Levine, E = Equipercentile
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Table 6
Total Error and Squared Bias* Comparisons

of Equating Methods, Chain Results

*Total error above diagonal, squared bias below
diagonal.

**1 ~ Modified Three-Parameter, 3 = Three Parame-
ters Reestimated, F = Fixed b’s, T = Tucker,
L = Levine, E = Equipercentile«

Discussion and Conclusions

Fixed b’s Scaling

It is not surprising that IRT equating based on
Fixed b9s scaling would produce such excellent
results in terms of the criterion of this study, sirace
the location parameters for half (or more) of the
items in each section are fixed with only the c~ and
c parameters allowed to vary. Assuming that the
b parameters held for subsequent groups, bias in
the a parameters would be a major source of error.
Positive statistical bias does exist for the ca’s and

is greatest for highly discriminating, difficult items
(Lord, 198 lb, 1982). In Fixed b’s scaling, an upper
limit of 1.5 is placed on the estimated cm parameter,
which may reduce the effect of bias for this group
of items. Plots of precalibrated vs. reestimated a’s s
collected over time have exhibited no obvious evi-

dence of bias, differing only in degree of scatter

about the line through the &reg;ri~in. A detailed anal-
ysis of the precalibrated and reestimated a’s has
also failed to detect any evidence of bias. In prac-
tical terms, Fixed b9s equating offers flexibility and
item security that cannot be derived from methods
of equating based on a block of items common to
two forms, since compromise of the first form can
jeopardize an entire future administration.

As noted earlier, Fixed b’s equating has been
observed to occasionally result in poor fit among
precalibrated items. An example of an item better
fit by reestim~ting the b parameter is given in Fig-
ure 3. This was the most deviant fit of the precal-
ibrated items in these comparisons. Precalibrated
items that are identified as seriously aberrant in
terms of fit might be treated as noncalibrated, and
all parameters reestimated on the current group.
Such items could be identified prior to item cali-
brations by comparing equated deltas based on pre-
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~~~~~°e 3
Item Ability Regressions for an Item Scaled by Fixed b’s and Three Parameters Reestimated

testing with those derived in a preliminary item
analysis (equated deltas and b parameters have been
found to correlate very highly, approximately z).
Such a procedure is workable so long as these items
remain a small proportion of the precalibrated items.
The possibility that the occasional poor item fit

for Fixed b’s scaling is due to sampling error was
suggested by results observed when parameters were
estimated on an increased sample size, in which
case an inadequately fit item based on a sample of
approximately 2,000 was considerably improved
when the parameters were estimated on a sample
of 14,000. Unfortunately, such remedial proce-
dures are quite expensive.

Modified Three Parameters

Results for the Modified Three Parameter method
were quite satisfactory for both sections. A prac-
tical advantage to this method is the smaller sample
size required for parameter estimation, which would
have material impact on the difficulties involved
in maintaining a precalibrated item pool. Associ-
ated with this is the reduction in computer costs
for estimating parameters.

Three 1~~~~~~~e~s Reestimated

The relatively large error associated with esti-
mating, all three parameters may reflect the ‘ ‘true’ 

9

effects of the variability associated with TOEFL
testing groups. Fixed b’s scaling, as implemented
by TOEFL, might be categorized as a less sensitive
model by virtue of the constraints imposed on the
variation of some of the b parameters and the limits
on the a parameters. In contrast, a great deal more
information about the current group is introduced
into the scaling process in estimating all three pa-
rameters. One major effect which can be inferred
from the graphs of the differences in Figures 1 and
3 is that through the chain the a’s tended to be
higher for the more difficult items and lower for
the easier items for the Three Parameters Reesti-

mated model. For fixed b’s the unweighted dif-
ference curves indicated that the slopes of the two
test characteristic curves were quite comparable
(less differences in the a parameters).

Conventional Methods

Of the linear methods, Tucker equating produced
the best results, 9 &reg;~tperf&reg;r~i~~ the Three Parameter
Reestimated IRT model. It might be concluded that
basic assumptions of Levine equating were not met
by the data as, for example, the requirement of
parallelism of the anchor and operational tests. The
observed differences in the anchor tests did not
seem to affect the magnitude of error but did affect
the direction of bias.
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Conclusions

A critical consideration of IRT equating is the
method used to scale the parameters in order to

preserve the property of invariance (Lord, 1980,
chap. 3). Fixed b’s scaling was observed to produce
better results than the linear transfornation for

TOEFL data in terms of the criterion of this study,
but at a price in terms of an inadequately fit item.
Although it has been observed that such items tended
to be more difficult upon retesting, no systematic
evaluation of these differences has been conducted.

The deviations from the theoretical curve observed
in this study would probably have little or no effect
on the conversions; however, with proper moni-

toring of the data this method of scaling could be
quite effective. Furtherm&reg;re, it offers great flexi-
bility in that the equating items can be selected
from many forms instead of linked to a single pre-
vious form and need not be constrained to be par-
allel in terms of all specifications as is the case of
common item equating. This may be a useful fea-
ture in terms of test construction, providing greater
leeway in item selection. As indicated by the results
for Section III, Fixed b’s scaling was rather robust
under less than ideal conditions.
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